Validation of four different risk stratification systems in patients undergoing off-pump coronary artery bypass surgery: a UK multicentre analysis of 2223 patients
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Background: Various risk stratification systems have been developed in coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG), based mainly on patients undergoing procedures with cardiopulmonary bypass.

Objective: To assess the validity and applicability of the Parsonnet score, the EuroSCORE, the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) system, and the UK CABG Bayes model in patients undergoing off-pump coronary artery bypass surgery (OPCAB) in the UK.

Methods: Data on 2223 patients who underwent OPCAB in eight cardiac surgical centres were collected. Predicted mortality risk scores were calculated using the four systems and compared with observed mortality. Calibration was assessed by the Hosmer–Lemeshow (HL) test. Discrimination was assessed using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve area.

Results: 30 of 2223 patients (1.3%) died in hospital. For the Parsonnet score the HL test was significant (p < 0.001) and the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) area was 0.74. For the EuroSCORE the HL test was also significant (p = 0.008) and the ROC area was 0.75. For the ACC/AHA system the HL test was non-significant (p = 0.7) and the ROC area was 0.75. For the UK CABG Bayes model the HL test was also non-significant (p = 0.3) and the ROC area was 0.81.

Conclusions: The UK CABG Bayes model is reasonably well calibrated and provides good discrimination when applied to OPCAB patients in the UK. Among the other three systems, the ACC/AHA system is well calibrated but its discrimination power was less than for the UK CABG Bayes model. These data suggest that the UK CABG Bayes model could be an appropriate risk stratification system to use for patients undergoing OPCAB in the UK.
Hospital (London), Manchester Royal Infirmary (Manchester), The Cardiothoracic Centre (Liverpool), University Hospital of Wales (Cardiff), Castle Hill Hospital (Hull), and The Royal Sussex County Hospital (Brighton).

All the clinical data were collected prospectively in line with the appended minimum dataset defined by the SCTS. The current minimum dataset, and its associated definitions, is compatible with all existing initiatives in the UK, such as UK Heart Valve Registry, the Central Cardiac Audit Database, and the British Cardiac Intervention Society database. The definitions and data fields are also compatible with evolving European initiatives and with the Society of Thoracic Surgeons, the American College of Cardiology, and the Healthcare Financing Administration in the USA. Local validation of the collected data is undertaken regularly, and external validation is being done by the SCTS on a 3–5 yearly cycle. Institutional approval was obtained for the study.

Statistical analysis
Four risk scores were calculated: Parsonnet,7 EuroSCORE,6 ACC/AHA,8 and the UK CABG Bayes model1 for in-hospital mortality. These risk scores were applied to the OPCAB patient data and the observed and predicted values in clinically relevant risk groups were calculated. Their performance at predicting in-hospital mortality was then formally assessed for calibration and discrimination.

Calibration
Calibration refers to the accuracy of a score’s predictions. Calibration may be assessed using the Hosmer–Lemeshow test.12 The patients are split into five groups of roughly equal size, based on their predicted probability (to ensure the validity of the test, we only used five groups instead of the more conventional 10 groups). The predicted number of deaths in each group is compared with the number of observed deaths in each group. A significant result indicates that the observed and predicted values do not agree particularly well.

Discrimination
Discrimination refers to the ability of a score to separate sick patients from those who are less sick. Discrimination may be assessed by receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) area.13 The ROC area may be interpreted as the probability that a patient who died had a higher risk score than a patient who survived; thus the area under the curve is the percentage of a patient who died had a higher risk score than a patient who survived; thus the mortality figures represent the 42 day mortality.

Parsonnet
We were only able to calculate the Parsonnet score on 1515 of the 2223 patients because the two variables “body mass index” and “recently failed intervention” had missing values. We did not use the subjective variables “catastrophic states” and “other rare circumstances”.

Calibration
The observed and predicted numbers of deaths in clinically relevant risk groups are presented in table 1. It is clear that the Parsonnet score considerably overestimated risk across all the risk groups, with the predicted total number of deaths (81.6) far in excess of the observed total (20). The test of calibration was highly significant (χ² = 53.1, df = 5, p < 0.001), indicating very poor calibration.

Discrimination
The ROC area for the Parsonnet score was 0.74 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.62 to 0.86), showing that this scoring system can correctly rank a pair of patients 74% of the time. As random predictions will correctly rank a pair of patients 50% of the time, the finding from this study suggest that the discriminatory power of the Parsonnet score may be limited for clinical practice in this group of patients. After imputation we were able to calculate the score for 2209 patients and found that both the calibration (χ² = 77.6, df = 5, p < 0.001) and discrimination (0.69, 95% CI 0.59 to 0.79) deteriorated.

EuroSCORE
We were able to calculate the EuroSCORE in 1907 patients. We did not have the factor “pulmonary hypertension”, so the effect of this was not incorporated into the score.

Calibration
The observed and predicted numbers of deaths in clinically relevant risk groups are shown in table 1. EuroSCORE appears reasonably well calibrated for the highest risk group but is not so well calibrated for the other groups. The predicted total number of deaths (49.6) is nearly double the observed total (20). The test of calibration was significant (χ² = 13.8, df = 5, p = 0.008). The calibration was better than for the Parsonnet score though it was still poor.

Discrimination
The ROC area for the EuroSCORE was very similar to that of the Parsonnet score (0.75, 95% CI 0.64 to 0.85). After imputation we were able to calculate the score for 2221 patients and found that the calibration deteriorated (χ² = 16.2, df = 5, p = 0.006), while the discrimination improved slightly (0.77, 95% CI 0.67 to 0.86).

ACC/AHA
We were able to calculate the ACC/AHA score for all the 2223 patients.

Calibration
The observed and predicted numbers of deaths in clinically relevant risk groups are shown in table 1. It is clear that there was good agreement between the observed and predicted
values. However, the range of predictions was fairly limited (the largest prediction was only 15.7%). The test of calibration was non-significant \(\chi^2 = 2.2, \text{ df } = 5, p = 0.71\), suggesting that the ACC/AHA score is well calibrated.

**Discrimination**
The ROC area for the ACC/AHA score was 0.75 (95% CI 0.64 to 0.85), similar to the Parsonnet and EuroSCORE scores.

**UK Bayes model**
We were able to calculate the UK Bayes model score for all the 2223 patients. Some patients had missing predictor values but the model allows for this by effectively imputing average predictor values in place of the missing values.

**Calibration**
The observed and predicted numbers of deaths in clinically relevant risk groups are shown in table 1. It is clear that there was a reasonably good agreement between the observed and predicted values, apart from the highest risk group (which contained only 17 patients). The predicted total number of deaths (42.4) exceeded the observed total (30), suggesting that the score slightly overestimates the risk of mortality. However, the test of calibration was non-significant \(\chi^2 = 6.1, \text{ df } = 5, p = 0.3\), indicating that the UK CABG Bayes model is reasonably well calibrated.

**Discrimination**
The ROC area for the UK Bayes model score was 0.81 (95% CI 0.73 to 0.88). Therefore, the UK Bayes model had the best discriminatory power of the four risk models for these data. We also noted that the lower bound of the confidence interval (0.73) was almost as large as the ROC areas achieved with the other scores.

**DISCUSSION**
Our study suggests that the ACC/AHA and UK Bayes models may be suitable risk adjustment models for this group of OPCAB patients, as both predict the risk of mortality reasonably accurately. Of the two, however, we feel that the UK Bayes model is superior, as it provides better discrimination. The range of predictions provided by the ACC/AHA score is limited and perhaps clinically unrealistic, because most of the patients are assigned a risk of < 2.5% and the highest risk is only 15.7%. This is reflected in the relatively low ROC area. In contrast, the UK Bayes model makes a wider range of predictions yet still remains accurate.

We were able to calculate a UK Bayes model score for all patients because this method assigns average scores when the value of a particular predictor is missing for a particular patient. The other scores do not have this option. “Pulmonary hypertension”, required by the EuroSCORE, is not readily available on all patients undergoing coronary surgery in the UK, with the result that this scoring system is not readily applicable in this country. The absence of this variable may have had a detrimental effect on the performance of EuroSCORE in our study. The subjective variables “catastrophic states” and “other rare circumstances” can have a major effect on the calculation of the Parsonnet score, and it has been suggested that they should not be used.

Risk stratification plays a vital role in the cardiac surgical practice throughout the world. Hospitals, universities, institutions, and health authorities have realised the importance of assessing the clinical outcomes of cardiac surgery in an objective risk adjusted manner, as this allows valid and realistic comparisons to be made between countries, regions, hospitals, and even individual surgeons in both a longitudinal and a cross sectional fashion. Furthermore, risk models can detect and quantify differences and changes in the risk profiles of patients presenting for cardiac surgery. By relating risk
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factors to surgical outcomes, the risk models provide an important tool to assess the effect of the changes in surgical techniques or managements and help plan for the optimal use of available resources. Most importantly, it allows an objective assessment of the surgeon’s performance and gives the opportunity to the patient to give well informed consent.1

Over the last decade, many risk stratification systems have been developed using logistic regression and Bayes modelling techniques. Statisticians also developed their tools to assess the performance of those systems for precisely predicting the observed outcomes. All the risk scores were developed on patients undergoing only, or mainly, on-pump cardiac procedures. The use of cardiopulmonary bypass has been found to be an independent risk factor for in-hospital mortality, so we might expect the risk of mortality to be over-estimated in the OPCAB patients using those scores.12 This is generally the case, although some of the scores have also been shown to overestimate mortality in patients treated with cardiopulmonary bypass.20

Patients presenting for cardiac surgery are a heterogeneous group differing greatly in their risk profiles, the effect of those risk factors on the outcome, the hospitals where they are operated on,22 the surgeons who operate, and even the type of surgery (whether valve or coronary22 and, more recently, whether on-pump or off-pump). It is not surprising to find that even the intraoperative physiological variables can affect in-hospital mortality.23 Our findings support the concept that one single risk score cannot predict mortality precisely in a heterogeneous group of patients, and we suggest that risk stratification systems should be single procedure specific23 and perhaps geographical location specific.

Conclusions
Our study suggests that among the currently available risk scores, the UK Bayes model is the best risk stratification model for application on OPCAB patients in the UK. However, larger studies are required to confirm these results or create a new specific risk stratification system for this growing group of patients.
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